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murder. The journalists also criticized the president of Rwanda for not doing enough to punish the people who committed the genocide. In this light, it was clear the journalists were not prosecuted for genocide denial because they did not deny the existence of genocide in Rwanda. Rather, they were indicted for investigating and publishing a history that broke from the Tutsi narrative. Under the cloak of genocide denial, the Rwandan government prosecuted the publication of this counter-narrative as well as using the genocide denial law to silence political criticism and opposition against the Rwandan president.

In contrast to genocide denial laws in Europe and Rwanda, speech law in the United States does not prohibit Holocaust or genocide denial. In the United States, all speech is protected from censorship, unless the government can demonstrate that the restrictions are necessary to protect a compelling government interest. A compelling government interest in American jurisprudence has been found when the law is narrowly tailored toward preventing people from inciting crime, protecting minors, or upholding national security. The rationale is that allowing discussion of even unpopular or offensive ideas is more beneficial than enforcing silence.

A United States Supreme Court decision demonstrated this interpretation of freedom of expression when the Court upheld the right for a neo-Nazi group to have a protest rally. Following that decision, the public mobilized and created a counter-protest that far outnumbered the neo-Nazis. In the years following that decision, residents of the town opened a Holocaust museum, education center, and monument. They even persuaded the state legislature to require Holocaust education in schools. In this way, the public remedied neo-Nazi racism by joining together and speaking out publicly against it. By creating education programs, the truth overcame denial.

A law which criminalizes the denial of the crimes committed during the DK period raises similar concerns as those raised in Rwanda’s case. As in Rwanda, the Cambodian media is often hesitant to report stories that oppose or criticize government actions. Cambodian media coverage of the recent expulsion of opposition party politicians from the National Assembly prior to the vote on the DK crimes denial bill is an example of this reluctance. The expulsion was covered thoroughly in the foreign and English-language media, but was mentioned briefly in only two of eight major Khmer language newspapers. In this context, it should be clear that criminalizing the denial of Khmer Rouge atrocities may pose a risk of chilling investigation in the areas of historical inquiry, truth-seeking and education.

In addition, historical revisionism in Cambodia has never come close to the revisionist movement that arose in post-World War II Europe. The development of Holocaust denial laws in Europe was a response to this substantial movement to revise Nazi and Holocaust history. In post-WWII Europe there was a segment of society seeking to justify the actions of the Nazi regime or to deny the atrocities committed. One of the first people to deny the Holocaust, Maurice Bardèche, argued in Nuremberg ou le Terre Promise in 1948 that the Auschwitz gas chambers had been used only to disinfect clothing. Another author, Paul Rassinier, argued that both the atrocities committed by Germans and the number of Jews killed were greatly exaggerated. These authors sparked a fringe movement of Holocaust denial writings that continue even today.

In contrast, though there is some support for a revised history in some former KR strongholds, this does not appear to be the reason for the DK crimes denial law. In Cambodia’s
northwestern provinces of Malai and Anlong Veng, there is some evidence suggesting that people view the Khmer Rouge as kind, generous people, who were great economists and rural developers. But the proposed law did not correspond with reports on these conditions. Rather, the proposed law was drafted as a response to a statement made on May 20, 2013, by Kem Sokha, leader of the opposition party. Mr. Sokha was alleged to have stated that Tuol Sleng prison was staged by the Vietnamese after toppling the KR regime in 1979. The speed with which the Cambodian General Assembly and Senate acted to pass this law in response to a single statement by an opposition party, despite the long-standing support for a revisionist view of the KR regime, suggests that this law may be used for political purposes. The fact that elections are soon to be held in Cambodia raises further questions about the motives behind the legislation.

In this context, a DK crime denial law in Cambodia appears to be an unnecessary law that poses great risks. The proposed law poses a risk of politicizing the reconciliation process and stifling historical inquiry into the Khmer Rouge regime. Though not prohibited under international law, limiting the freedom of expression with a DK crime denial law in Cambodia is an inappropriate method to combat denial of the Khmer Rouge atrocities in Cambodia.

A more appropriate approach to combat the denial of such crimes is the use of public debate, rebuke and education. Public rebuke, instead of criminal sanction, could effectively combat the denial of DK crimes—while demonstrating the government’s commitment to upholding the freedom of expression. In contrast to other post-conflict societies that have used speech restrictions to combat genocide denial, Cambodia could choose to present itself as a model post-conflict state. Education programs, such as outreach efforts by the ECCC and civil society, can be an effective means for combatting denial, while avoiding the spectacle of criminal sanction. The ECCC’s outreach programs have allowed more than 70,000 Cambodians from across the country to visit the ECCC in 2012 alone and the media outreach activities, such as a weekly radio show, has reached thousands more. The Khmer Rouge Tribunal Study Tour programme—which provides a visit to the ECCC, guided tours of Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum and Choeung Ek Killing Fields, and the opportunity to ask questions of ECCC court officials—has engaged more than 10,000 Cambodians. ECCC-sponsored programs alone have brought more than 320,000 people to the Court since 2009. In addition there are many other outreach programs created by local and international NGOs, which have educated thousands more about the Khmer Rouge atrocities.

On top of it all, the Cambodian Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport and the Documentation Center of Cambodia currently provide education on DK history throughout all Cambodian schools.

Through education, rebuke and debate, the government can clearly address the trivial few individuals who may still deny Khmer Rouge atrocities. The Cambodian people can be encouraged to speak out against such individuals and efforts can be focused toward greater education and debate. With continued education and more speech, a law to criminalize the denial of such crimes would be unnecessary. Cambodia stands at a critical point in its post-reconciliation process, and it should not use criminal sanctions to address what can be resolved through greater speech and education.
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